Ultra-high efficiency multilayer blazed gratings through deposition kinetic control
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Diffraction efficiency of multilayer coated blazed gratings (MBG) strongly depends on the perfection of the saw-tooth-shaped layers in the overall composite structure. Growth of multilayers on saw-tooth substrates should be carefully optimized in order to reduce groove profile distortion and at the same time to avoid significant roughening of multilayer interfaces. In this work we report on a new way to optimize growth of sputter-deposited Mo/Si multilayers on saw-tooth substrates through variation of the sputtering gas pressure. A new record for diffraction efficiency of 44% was achieved for an optimized MBG with groove density of 5250 lines/mm at the wavelength of 13.1 nm. © 2010 Optical Society of America
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High efficiency diffraction gratings with high groove density are of great importance for a wide range of extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and soft x-ray applications including EUV lithography [1], astrophysics and solar science [2], and high-resolution Resonance Inelastic X-ray Scattering [3]. Multilayer-coated Blazed Gratings (MBG) can offer vastly improved performance over conventional single layer-coated gratings provided that the grating fabrication process can ensure coherent addition of each layer in the multilayer stack. The main technological challenges are fabrication of nano-period saw-tooth substrates with a perfect groove profile and an atomically smooth surface of blazed facets, and deposition of a multilayer (ML) on the highly corrugated surface of the substrates. Recent progress in fabrication of saw-tooth gratings with anisotropic etching of silicon single crystals [4,5] provided the necessary quality of the substrates [6]. The main remaining problem however is coherent replication of this structure from the substrate throughout the whole multilayer stack.

Simulation of the diffraction efficiency shows that smoothening of the saw-tooth substrate by a ML deposited on it is a main limiting factor for MBG performance. Traditional deposition techniques optimized for growth of the MLs on flat substrates aim to provide interfaces of a ML stack as smooth as possible via promotion of surface relaxation processes. However, this approach does not work well for the highly corrugated surface of saw-tooth substrates, because a triangular shaped groove suffers greatly from excessive diffusion mobility of deposited atoms, caused in particular by bombardment of growing surface with energetic particles. The mobility provides effective smoothening of random roughness of interfaces, but in the same manner affects the high-frequency harmonics of a Fourier spectrum of a saw-tooth surface, causing degradation of the initial groove profile in the course the ML deposition [7,8]. As a result of this, a MBG loses its blazing ability and diffraction efficiency can be substantially reduced compared to the theoretical maximum.

To avoid groove degradation one should reduce the adatom mobility. However, too low a surface mobility would result in rough interfaces and increase the risk of shadowing effects. The shadowing can trigger a columnar growth regime which would ruin the periodicity of a ML stack and result in dramatic degradation of ML reflectance [9]. Since shadowing increases with the angle of deposition it is extremely problematic for saw-tooth substrates which have significant local slope variations.

The traditional strategy for deposition should be reconsidered in terms of saw-tooth substrate demands and a deposition process should be optimized in order to find a balance between roughening and smoothening, specifically for MBG purposes. The surface mobility of the adatoms should be tuned carefully in order to provide good replication of the groove profile by a ML stack, and at the same time to avoid excessive roughening of the ML interfaces and shadowing effects in order to keep ML reflectance high.

Surface relaxation processes can be controlled by the temperature of a substrate or the energy of deposited particles. Low-temperature deposition was found to reduce intermixing of Mo and Si layers, but resulted in very rough interfaces [10]. Control of adatom mobility by variation of sputtering gas pressure [9,11], which affects the energy of deposited particles, seems the most promising route to kinetic control. In this case an optimal pressure of a sputtering gas should be found for a particular multilayer material since the adatom mobility depends also on the surface properties of a material. Here we report on the first results of such kind of optimization for growth of dc-magnetron sputtered Mo/Si MLs on saw-tooth substrates with a blaze angle of 2º and a groove density of 5250 lines/mm.

We fabricated saw-tooth substrates with a process based on anisotropic etching of silicon [4,5]. Float zone silicon (111) wafers with the miscut of 2º towards the <112> direction were used for the substrate fabrication. The wafers were preliminary coated with a 30 nm thick low-stress nitride layer. Subsequently, they were spin-
coated with UV210 photo-resist, and then patterned with a simple Lloyd’s mirror interference setup similar to those mentioned in literature [12]. Briefly, a beam of a 266 nm c.w. laser light was focused onto a spatial filter with a diameter of 5 µm to produce a spherical wave behind the pinhole. The divergent beam illuminated simultaneously the wafer and the Lloyd’s mirror attached to the wafer at an angle of 90º. Fringes were formed on the wafer surface as a result of interference of the direct wave and the one reflected from the Lloyd’s mirror. The incidence angle on the Lloyd’s mirror was 44.43º and was chosen to obtain a fringe period of 190 nm.

After the exposure, resist bake and development, the pattern was transferred to the nitride layer with a reactive ion etch to form a hard mask. Anisotropic etching of the silicon followed by isotropic chemical etch was used to produce triangular grooves in the saw-tooth substrates with the blaze angle of 2º. The details of the etch process can be found elsewhere [6].

For a grating period of 190 nm and a blaze angle of 2º, the depth of the triangular grooves in the direction perpendicular to the blazed facets is 190×sin 2º = 6.63 nm which matches to the bi-layer thickness of the EUV Mo/Si multilayer. This provides a blaze condition for the 1st diffraction order of the MBG.

In order to optimize the Ar pressure a few Mo/Si MLs were deposited on flat substrates over a wide range of the pressures. Atomic force microscope (AFM) measurements of the top surface of the MLs over 1x1 µm² areas showed that increase of the pressure from 1 mTorr to 5 mTorr resulted in surface roughness built-up from 0.12 nm up to 0.5 nm rms and significant reduction of the ML reflectance. The pressure of 3.5 mTorr was found to be optimal since a reasonable roughness of 0.23 nm could be achieved and did not significantly affect the ML performance. The details of the optimization will be published elsewhere.

Two Mo/Si MLs consisting of 30 bi-layers with a bi-layer thickness of 6.7 nm were deposited on saw-tooth substrates at different pressures of Ar gas. The grating #1 was coated at an Ar gas pressure of 1 mTorr. At this pressure a free mean path of particles approximately corresponds to the target–substrate distance of 75 mm. Under these conditions a growing surface undergoes extensive bombardment with energetic particles. The surface relaxation processes stimulated by the bombardment ensure effective suppression of surface roughness and results in smooth interfaces of the ML stack and highest performance of a ML mirror. Grating #2 was deposited at an Ar pressure of 3.5 mTorr. In this case the free mean path is much smaller than the target–substrate distance, therefore particles arriving at the substrate are expected to be reasonably well thermalized. Under these conditions the adatom mobility should be limited, and the ML is expected to have better replication performance. Under these conditions, since the ability of the multilayer to smooth high-frequency surface features is reduced, shadowing effects can result in a very undesirable columnar growth regime. In order to prevent this possible shadowing in the very beginning of the deposition an additional buffer layer of silicon with the thickness of 20 nm was deposited at a pressure of 1 mTorr prior to the ML deposition. The layer was designed to provide a minimal smoothening of the substrate to reduce the risk of shadowing especially in the vicinity of highly tilted surface areas of anti-blazed facets of the saw-tooth substrate. Two witness Mo/Si:30 MLs were deposited on flat silicon substrates at an Ar pressure of 1 and 3.5 mTorr simultaneously with the respective MBGs in order to monitor the ML reflectance depending on the pressure.

Cross-section TEM images of the gratings are shown in Fig. 1. As expected, the low-pressure deposition results in smooth interfaces of the ML stack, but at the same time the grooves are substantially smoothed (Fig. 1a). In contrast to the low-pressure deposition, the consequences of reduced adatom mobility are clearly visible for the higher pressure deposition. The roughness of the interfaces gradually increases from the bottom to the top of the ML stack (Fig. 1b). The roughening of the interfaces is consistent with the top surface roughness built-up observed with AFM for high pressure deposition. As desired however, the ML with reduced smoothing ability replicates the substrate relief much better, and the saw-tooth groove profile propagates through the whole ML stack with almost no distortion.

![Fig. 1. Cross-section TEM images of gratings #1 (a) and #2 (b) coated with MoSi:30 multilayers, deposited at an Ar gas pressure of 1 mTorr and 3.5 mTorr respectively. Increase of the pressure results in some roughening of interfaces, but provides much better replication of the saw-tooth grooves by the ML.](image-url)
Measurements of diffraction efficiency of the MBGs shown in Fig. 2 were performed at a constant angle of incidence of 7° from the grating normal by detector scan over diffraction angles at the ML resonance wavelength. The diffraction patterns consist of a strong peak of the 1st blazed order and minor peaks of non-blazed orders. Reflectance of the witness Mo/Si-30 MLs was measured over EUV wavelength range at a constant Bragg’s angle of 85°. The reflectance curves are plotted in insertions in Fig. 2. The roughening of the interfaces observed for the ML witnesses from 63.7% to 62.2% for 1 and 3.5 mTorr depositions respectively. Such a moderate reduction of the ML reflectance does not significantly affect the efficiency of the blazed order increases from 39.6% for grating #1 to 44.0% for grating #2.

Fig. 2 (Color online). Diffraction from the gratings #1 (a) and #2 (b) coated with Mo/Si-30 multilayers deposited at the Ar gas pressure of 1 mTorr and 3.5 mTorr respectively. Reflectance of the witness Mo/Si-30 MLs versus wavelengths is shown in insertions.

The measurements of diffraction efficiency are consistent with efficiency simulations based on the integral method for solving Maxwell’s equations for a periodic structure [13]. Average groove profiles obtained from AFM measurements of the top surface of the MBGs were used for groove shape modeling, while ML interfaces were assumed to be ideally smooth and sharp. The theoretical efficiency of 56.7% calculated using the real shape of grating #2 is somewhat lower as compared to the efficiency of 67.6% of an ideal MBG with a perfect saw-tooth profile (not shown). Calculated diffraction efficiency for grating #1 does not exceed 48% due to the smoothed groove profile.

In summary, we showed that performance of a MBG can be significantly improved by optimization of growth condition of a ML on the highly corrugated surface of a saw-tooth substrate. The optimal balance between roughening and smoothening processes controlled by sputtering gas pressure was found experimentally. Although increase of the pressure results in some built-up of roughness of the ML interfaces, better replication of the saw-tooth grooves by the ML enhances the blazing ability and improves the diffraction efficiency of the MBG. As a result of the optimization an absolute efficiency of 44% was achieved for the 1st blazed order of a 5250 l/mm MBG. To our best knowledge this is a highest efficiency has ever been achieved for dense multilayer gratings.
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